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ABSTRACT

Conventional computing methods ,3re contrasted
with newly developed high-speed and low-cost
computing techniques for simulating normal and
accidental transients in nuclear power plants.
Six principles are formulated for cost-effec-
tive high-fidelity simulation with emphasis on
modeling of transient two-phase flow coolant
dynamics in nuclear reactors. Available com-
puting architectures are characterized. It is
shown that the combination of the newly devel-
oped modeling and computing principles with the
use of existing special-purpose peripheral pro-
cessors is capable of achieving low-cost and
high-speed simulation with high-fidelity and
outstanding user convenience, suitable for de-
tailed reactor plant response analyses.

INTRODUCTION

The computer simulation of transients in
nuclear power plants for design and safety
analyses and for training purposes continues to
absorb large manpower and computing resources.
Particularly advanced computer codes with ele-
vated simulation fidelity are prohibitively ex-
pensive, because they are not optimized for
computing efficiency.

A computer simulation Is called computa-
tionally efficient if It achieves the highest
possible simulation fidelity at the lowest pos-
sible computing cost and with the greatest pos-
sible user convenience. The highest possible
simulation fidelity implies mathematical models
which accommodate fully all available experi-
mental Information for processes, in nuclear
reactors particularly for nonequilibriutn non-
homogeneous two-piiase flow, and for compo-
nents. Low computing costs are achieved if the
most suitable computer is used and if the math-
ematical model is implemented by executing a
minimum of arithmetic and logical operations on

the computer. User convenience mandates inter-
active, on-line simulation capabilities at
faster than real—time speed, and with graphic
displays of computed results.

Computer simulations of transients in nu-
clear power plants are needed for safety analy-
ses, to predict the consequences from possible
and from postulated accidents. Simulations are
needed to validate emergency procedures and to
train plant operators under accident condi-
tions. Simulations are also in increasing de-
mand for parametric studies in support of prob-
abilistic risk assessments. Thus, interactive,
on-line nuclear power plant simulations should
be available not only at large research insti-
tutions but also at the site of nuclear power
plants where it Is available to the operating
staff on a continuing basis.

Six modeling principles are stated below
and contrasted with corresponding features of
currently used models, numerical methods and
computer architectures. These principles are
designed to achieve high simulation fidelity,
high simulation speed at low cost and great
user convenience. While the costs per arithme-
tic and logical computer operation continue to
decline, computing economy remains important In
view of rising demands on simulation scope and
complexity, until the often acclaimed "zero-
cost" computing services are in fact available.

PRINCIPLES OF MODELING AND COMPUTING

High-speed, low-cost computer simulations
of transients in nuclear power plants are
achievable only if the entire process of de-
fining objectives, of mathematical model selec-
tion, formulation and implementation, as well
as the selection of a suitable computer archi-
tecture, is optimized simultaneously as :a
whole. Miat is presented below as six distinct
principles must be applied synergistically In
the development of a simulation facility.

*Kork performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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The Principle of Model Selection

This principle demands that one should se-
lect the least complicated nodel which acconno-
dates all available experimental information
and all processes of interest.

This principle applies particularly to the
modeling of two-phase flow, which remains the
central problem of sirmlating transients in
water-cooled nuclear power plants. The compu-
tational complexity of two-phase flow models
varies widely with their numbers of conserva-
tion equations.1 The simplest model is the ho-
mogeneous equilibrium model with three nixture
equations for mass, momentum and energy conser-
vation. At the other extreme is the most com-
plicated, model with six equations, three con-
servation equations for each phase. The larger
the number is of conservation equations, the
fewer restrictive hypotheses need to be im-
posed, such as equal phasic temperatures (ther-
mal equilibrium) and velocities (homogeneous
flow), however, the more constitutive descrip-
tions are needed for describing the transfer of
mass, momentum and energy between mixture and
walls or between phases and between each phasa
and the wall. The homogeneous equilibrium mix-
ture model requires only three, the nonhomoge-
neous nonequilibrium two-fluid model requires
seven transfer laws, not all of which are known
at this time for inherent reasons: the neces-
sary two-phase flow instrumentation has not yet
been developed.

The transfer laws are part of the data
base o£ a model, just as the intrinsic consti-
tutive laws for thermophysical properties. Ob-
viously, no model, regardless of its complexity
can produce more information than is contained
in its data base. Modeling complexity which is
not supported by a data base only absorbs com-
puting resources without producing trustworthy
information beyond its data base.

The principle of model selection leads one
to conclude that when the two phases of a two-
phase flow are well mixed, the mixture is best
represented by the four-equation drift flux
model because it has the strongest experimental
support. Only when the phases are separated
and weakly coupled, as in horizontal stratified
flow, is the two-fluid model superior because
the interface geometry is relatively regular in
separated flows and the transfer laws can be
derived from experiments and from boundary lay-
er analyses.

Major two-phase flow systems codes for nu-
clear power plant analyses, such as TRAC ' and
RELAP5 are based on the six-equation two-fluid
nodel, yet the transfer laws for wall shear and
wall heat transfer in these codes are those of
mixture models. The computational effort as-
sociated with thesa codes is not matched by
their ability to produce reliable results. The

two-fluid model has been successfully used for
the analysis of horizontal stratified flow in
the CASDU reactor.5 The utilization of the
four-equation drift flux model has contributed
to the high-fidelity, high-speed and low-cost
BWR sinulation capability, in which two-phase
flow patterns with tightly coupled phases, sep-
arated by interfaces with chaotic and randomly
changing geometries prevail.6 The drift flux
model has also been successful for vertically
separated flows (annular flows).6"7

Principle of Model Sinplification

This second principle requires that an
order-of magnitude estimate be carried out on
all the terms in the governing equations .and
that only the relevant terns be retained, which
represent processes that are important under
the given particular set of circumstances.

The application of this principle is nor-
mally routine. However, in the case of fluid
flow, and particularly of two-phase flow mod-
eling, it is important that the simplified
equations form either a parabolic or hyperbolic
system if they are to be used for transient
analyses. Elliptic equation systems are ac-
ceptable only for steady flow analyses.

Typical phenomena which are often irrele-
vant in two-phase flow analyses are virtual
mass effects, acoustical effects in the two-
phase mixture, and temporal acceleration at lo-
cations of predominant spatial acceleration.
Virtual mass effects are important only in two-
phase flows with strong spatial acceleration as
in the vicinity of breaks. Acoustical effects
are important for fluid interactions with solid
structures. The judicial exclusion from, and
inclusion into, the model of processes on the
basis of their relevance to a given objective
is mandatory for conserving computational re-
sources.

Very few currently used two-phase flow
models conform to this second principle. Mod-
els of many full-scope training simulators for
nuclear power plant operators do not account
for important effects of phase separation and
uonequilibrium phase change. !. 9 Almost all
one-dimensional two-phase flow models correctly
omit irrelevant axial diffusion of momentum and
heat. The omission of the corresponding sec-
ond-order derivatives changes the originally
parabolic set of field equations often into an
acceptable hyperbolic set, but sometimes into
an ill-posed elliptic set (Ref. 10, p. 13).
Ill-posed two-phase flow models contain nonphy-
sical instabilities. The numerical solution
for ill-posed models is not possible without
numerical diffusion, which is never quantita-
tively assessed and therefore renders the nu-
merical solution questionable. At the other
extreme, some models account for irrelevant
acoustical effects which are then suppressed by



numerical diffusion for Che purpose of speeding
up Che numerical incegration- *»^ Other mod-
els account unnecessarily for virtual mass ef-
fects everywhere in large complicated facili-
ties.10 On the other hand, the utilization of
this principle of model simplification has sig-
nificantly contributed Co the high-speed, low-
cost simulation capability in the BNL Plant
Analyzer.6

The Principle of Analytical Integration

This third principle requires that analy-
tical integrations be performed when feasible,
and that the computer be used for evaluating
dynamically the analytical solution, rather
than for numerical integrations.

Analytical solutions are always derived
with conditions (simplifications) which can be
quantitatively assessed. In contrast, nuneri-
cal integrations are always afflicted with com-
putational errors which are often impossible to
quantify. These errors arise from numerical
diffusion and dispersion. Issues of truncation
errors and numerical stability arise in numeri-
cal but not in analytical integration. Unless
an infinite series is to be approximated as
part of evaluating an analytical solution,
there is not even a problem with convergence if
an analytical integration is possible.

Most of the time, it is possible to inte-

grate only partially over space, thereby to

transform a partial into an ordinary differen-

tial equation. Even such a partial integration

Is an important advancement, because it is far

easier to integrate ordinary than partial dif-

ferential equations, as there are readily

available powerful algorithms for integrating

ordinary differential equations.

Analytical integration has been utilized
in very few two-phase flow computer codes.
Holt and Rasmussen used analytical Integra-
tion first In a nuclear reactor systems code
with two-phase flow simulation capability. It
was used later In the THOR12 and HIPA6 computer
codes. Lahey has proposed a number of analyti-
cal solutionst which are useful for implemen-
tation In computer codes for nuclear power
plant simulations. Both partial and complete
analytical integration are used in the BNL
Plant Analyzer.6

The Principle of Avoiding Iterative Loops

The fourth principle calls for the elimi-

nation of Iterative procedures from routine

calculations to the greatest extent possible by

replacing such iterations by interpolation of

pretabulated results.

While Implicit integration techniques

(discussed below) require, unavoidably, itera-

tion on large systems of nonlinear state equa-

tions, all modeling equations, particularly for

two-phase flow, contain Implicit algebraic and
transcendental equations which are amenable to
solution and tabulation as part of code devel-
opment. The solutions can almost always be ex-
pressed in terms of five or fewer state vari-
ables, then tabulated In multidimensional ta-
bles over the needed range of variables and ef-
ficiently interpolated during the simulation or

the reactor transient.

Such interpolations have been shown to re-
duce the number of arithmetic operations needed
during the simulation by an order of magni-
tude.'

It appears obvious that the utilization of
this principle for reactor simulations requires
a large number (on the order of one million) of
main core memory allocations. Such data mem-
ories are now available at low cost, but this
need is important to consider in the selection
of a computing system. It Is also clear that
by devoting permanently the necessary main core
memory to the simulation of a particular plant,
one can eliminate the need for loading large
data sets (from disk) into the computer before
every simulation.

A typical example of an implicit equation
arises from computing the excess fuel wall tem-
perature above che coolant temperature T —

from the condition of heat flux continuity
(cf. Ref. 6, pp. 3-29).

(1)

where h c denotes the convective heat transfer
coefficient, k w the thermal conductivity and n
the outward normal. The subscript w designates
the wall surface location. Equation (1) Is im-
plicit because the heat transfer coefficient h c

depends nonlinearly on (Tw - ! „ ) . It depends
also on flow conditions, and Eq. (1) couples
thermal conduction in fuel with coolant flow
dynamics. Solution of Eq. (I) leads directly
to (T w - T.) in terms of state variables such
as mean fuel temperature and coolant parame-
ters. This can be evaluated by interpolating a
single table for all flow and heat transfer re-
gimes. There Is no need for logic and branch-
ing during the simulation, and computing speed
is independent of branching and iteration
counts.

Some codes solve implicit equations such
as Eq. (1) by time-consuming Newton-Raphson
iterations during the simulation. In most
codes, the old-time values are used to evaluate
Implicit equations. Such time skewing intro-
duces at best only numerical damping and at
worst unacceptable errors, as in the case when
there are discontinuous time derivatives* To
our knowledge, only the Bt>TL Plant Analyzer6

adheres strictly to this fourth principle, by
having in its memory pretabulated results of
Iterative solutions for implicit equations and



by utilizing the firmware in its special-
purpose peripheral processor, which is particu-
larly designed for multidimensional table in-
terpolation.

The Principle of Function Tabulation

The fifth principle suggests that in every
differential and algebraic equation composite
functions of state variables, material or com-
ponent properties and correlations be conbined,
evaluated and pretabulated, so as to minimize
the number of arithmetic operations needed du-
ring Che simulation.

As an example, consider the field equa-
tions of transient two-phase flow in one-diaen-
slon. These are in principle second-order par-
tial differential equations which are equiva-
lent to a set of quasi-linear first-order par-
tial differential equations (see Ref. 14, p.
13).

(2)

Here the function matrices A_and B_, and the
function vector D depend on the state variables
represented by the vector y. The most ideal
implementation of the fifth principle would be
to pretabulate ̂ _, J3. and D in terms of the coa-
ponents of y. This would reduce extremely
tine-consuming procedures to linear interpola-
tions of BuLtidiraensional tables. Particular-
ly, it is shown on pp. 3-106 of Ref. 6 that a
two-dimensional table interpolation replaces
the evaluation of a complicated expression con-
taining five different saturation properties,
plus four property derivatives, plus a mixture
property. The interpolation effort is indepen-
dent of the complexity of the expressions used
for the individual properties.

Thermophysical properties had been pretab-
ulated for Interpolation earlier with limited
success, but after the arrival of low-cost
main core memory, It is now used for large-
scale power plant simulations in the United
Kingdom.16 The fifth principle presented here,
however, calls for much more than the pretabu-
lation of basic properties or correlations. It
calls for the equation-specific pretabulation
of composite functions.

The Implementation of this principle has
significantly contributed to the high-speed,
but low-cost simulation capability of the BNL
Plant Analyzer.6

The Principle of Implicit or Explicit
Integration

A fundamental choice has to be made be-
tween implicit and explicit methods for numerl-
.cally integrating the state equations. A meth-
od for the integration of time-dependent

differential equations is.explicit. If the de-
pendent variable(s) can' be computed for the
next following time level explicitly from val-
ues at the current and at previous time levels
alone, i.e.,

y(t+it) =. f[t,y(t),y(t-At) yCt-n-At)}, (3)

where y and f may be vectors, but of the same
dimension, and t-At 2 t0> t h e initial time.
All other integration methods are Implicit.
The function f depends on the type of discreti-
zation used for replacing the partial differen-
tial by difference or by ordinary differential
equations.

The sixth principle presented here calls
for the rational choice between inplicit .and
explicit integration schemes, based upon five
parameters:

(I) the frequency tv of prevailing system
stimulants (input data) and system re-
sponses of Interest (expected results),

(II) the permissible Integration step sizes
Hj and He, associated, respectively,
with the implicit and explicit schemes
under consideration, and

(ill) the frane times Tj and Te needed by the
conputer(s) to advance the implicit and
explicit scheme, respectively, fron one
time .' «el to the next.

The permissible time step H is limited by
numerical stability and by numerical accuracy
limits. For unconditionally stable, Implicit
schemes, Hj Is limited only by accuracy re-
quirements. Explicit schemes are only condi-
tionally stable but frequently of higher-order
accuracy than the most widely used first-order
Implicit schemes. This means that He for ex-
plicit integration schemes can be much larger
for a prescribed accuracy than Hj for Implicit
Integration, so long as He satisfies the sta-
bility criterion of the particular explicit
scheme.

It is quite frequently but incorrectly
claimed that Hj for implicit integration can be
much larger than H e for explicit integration.
This erroneous conclusion is reached by concen-
trating on stability alone and by ignoring ac-
curacy requirements. Numerical stability Is
achieved by numerically damping the growth of
computational errors. This numerical damping
is greater In Implicit schemes than in explicit
schemes. To obtain numerical results with a
given accuracy, one must reduce damping more
strongly in Implicit than In explicit schemes,
simply be reducing Hj and simultaneously the
space increments Ax, so that T^ increases on
account of an increase in the number of nodal
equations. The overall result is that implicit
Integration is much slower and requires far



This can be demonstrated by considering
the nost widely used upwind differencing scheme
for the model equation:

3y 3y
•fir + v r*- = 0
5£ 3x

Using constant spatial increments Ax = xj-Xi-i,
1~1,2,...,N between discrete locations x , and
denoting time levels t by superscripts n, one
finds the explicit finite difference scheme for
Eq. (4) to be:

3v 3v

n+1
vH vH

(5)

while the implicit finite difference scheme for

Eq. (4) Is found to be:

n+1
y

vH.
n+1 n+K

(6)

Equation C6) is unconditionally stable for all
Hi 2. "» Provided the velocity v _> 0. Equation

(5) is stable only if He <_ Ax/v and v > 6.

However, neither Eq. C5) nor Eq. (6)

solves Eq. (4) exactly unless dx •*• 0 and H +

0. It can be shown by applying Taylor series

expansion and repeated differentiation that

Eqs. (5) and (6) approximate:

^ (Ax ± vH )(2vH ± Ax)

6 en e
(7)

The right-hand side of Eq. (7) is the trunca-
tion error; the upper signs belong to Eq. (6),
the lower signs to Eq. (5). The coefficient of
32y/3x2 is the coefficient of numerical diffu-
sion, that of 33y/3x3 is the coefficient of nu-
merical dispersion. Both coefficients are
greater for implicit (upper signs) than for ex-
plicit (lower signs) integration. Table 1 pre-
sents a quantitative comparison of damping and
dispersion for the two methods. The comparison
is made for a sinusoidal wave of length i^,
travelling with velocity v during time t •• i^/v
through the distance 2^. The first column
shows selected degrees of spatial resolution,
the second colunn shows selected Courant num-
bers vH/Ax and the third and fourth columns
show the reduction of the wave amplitude during
the time t. The last two colunns show the rat-
io of dispersive to actual velocities.

It is quite clear that implicit integra-
tion is far less accurate for any number of
nodes. It can easily be recognized that im-
plicit integration needs more discrete nodes
and smaller integration steps than explicit in-
tegration, simply because the numerical sta-
bility of Implicit integration is due to numer-
ical damping which defeats accuracy.

Table 1 Damping and Dispersion for 1

Node
Numb e r

3

10
100

1000

3
10
100

1000

3

10
100

1000
3

10

100
1000

Courant

Number

vH/Ax

0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.75
0.75
0.75

0.75

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00

2.00

2.00
2.00

Rel. Amplitude, e~oC

Explicit

0.037

0.373

0.906

0.990
0.193
0.610
0.952

0.995

1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

t

Implicit

5 x 10~5

0.052

0.744

0.971 ,

1 x 10"6

0.032

0.708

0.966 ,

2 x 10"6

0.019
0.674
0.961 „
3 x 10

0.003

0.553
0.943

Jpwind Differencing

Rel. Dispersion Vel.

Explicit

0

0
0
0

0.091
0.008
8 x 10 ,

8 x 10
0
0
0

0
1

Implicit

-2.1S3

-0.197

-0.002
-2 x 10-5
-3.198
-0.288
-0.003
-3 x 10-5

-4.386

-0.395
-0.004
-4 x 10~5

-10.97

-0.987

-0.010

-1 x 10"4

•Amplitude, originally equal to unity, after wave has propagated by one length.

TUnstable.



The frame tine T is always greater for io-

plicit than for explicit integration because

implicit integration requires tine-consuniing

iterations and more nodal equations than ex-

plicit integrations to achieve a selected ac-

curacy.

The choice between implicit and explicit
integration should be made on the basis of the
relations shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 Selection of Optiraua Integration

Method - H permissible tine step,

T frame tine.

The abscissa in Figure 1 represents the
relevant frequency fu of system stimulation and
response, with the steady-state at the left,
and with extremely rapid transients at the
right. The frame tiaes T^ and T e are frequency
independent since they depend only on the nua-
ber of arithmetic and logical operations car-
ried out in one time step. The vertical time
scale is logarithmic and shows that the frame
tine is much larger for Implicit than for ex-
plicit algorithms. The permissible time step
size Hj for unconditionally stable implicit
schemes depends on truncation errors, i.e., on
high-order derivatives which increase with fy,
causing Hf to decrease with increasing fu. The
permissible time step size H e of explicit neth-
ods is normally larger than Hi because explicit
schenes are frequently of higher-order accuracy
(i.e., Runge-Kutta methods). However, H e can-
not exceed its stability limit as indicated by
the horizontal segment of the He-curve in
Figure 1.

The intersections of T and H curves give
the relevant sinulation frequencies for real-
tine computing speeds (H/T=l). It is clear
that explicit integration is superior for fast
transients, and implicit for slow, near quasi-
steady transients. An optimum model formula-
tion can be achieved by eliminating irrelevant
frequency content or numerical stiffness (i.e.,
sound propagation in liquid) from the model, so
that the explicit scheme integrates for most
transients of interest with the permissible
step size lying just below the stability lim-
it. The ratio H/T is the simulation speed ra-
tio of simulated time over cooputer run time.

A survey of currently used computer codes
for reactor simulation shows2'3>'*• 1 7 a definite
trend from explicit via semi-implicit toward
fully implicit integration. This trend is
driven by a preoccupation with stability and
the wide-spread disregard for accuracy. Howe-
ver, full scope training sinulators, the RAMONA
Code n >18 and the B ^ Plant Analyzer use ex-
plicit integration, in recognition of the pre-
dominant simulation frequency of 1-10 Hz during
nost transients.

COMPUTING ARCHITECTUP.ES

The choice of a particular computer for
nuclear power plants depends very much on
whether the field equations are completely dis-
cretized (finite difference methods, finite
elenent methods), so as to present a system of
nonlinear difference equations (cf. Eqs. (5)
and (6)), or partially discretized (spatial
discretization, finite element methods, method
of lines, etc.) so as to present a set of non-
linear ordinary differential equations.

Nonlinear difference equations are solved
by matrix operations, most effective on array
processors. Array processors have arrays of
identical central processing units (CPU) and
require a partitioning of the computer code in-
to independent parallel streams of instructions
(column operations for matrix Inversion). Most
simulation codes are difficult to break up in
sets of independent instructions, because there
is very tight cross-coupling between neutron
kinetics and coolant dynamics (reactivity feed-
back), and between kinetics and control sys-
tems.

There are special—purpose computers with
task-specific parallel processors for integrat-
ing large systems of nonlinear ordinary differ-
ential equations (such as the AD10 or the AD-
100). Here the integrating algorithms are part
of the firmware, the architecture permits high-
speed interpolation of multidimensional tables
through hard-wired parallel processing, and the
calculation is sequential through a single
strean of Instructions, alleviating the need
for partitioning.



There Is a range of conputer sizes, from
microcomputers to minicomputers, mainframe and
supercomputers. Microcomputers lack the capa-
city to produce engineering accuracy within
reasonable computing time, while simulating the
behavior of an entire nuclear power plant.
Mainframe and supercomputers are expensive and
must be shared. Only minicomputers are suit-
able to provide continuous on-line, interactive
simulation capabilities with instant response,
faster than real-tine conputing speed (for
parametric studies and optimization) and at
reasonable cost.

The AD10 is such a minicomputer and has
proven itself in the BNL Plant Analyzer.

describes the raain features
application of this Plant

companion paper
and a recent
Analyzer.

CONCLUSIONS

Accurate and realistic digital computer
simulations of transients in nuclear reactor
plants are possible at low-cost, high-speed and
great user convenience, provided that the
modeling, the model implementation, the con-
puting method and the computer architecture are
optimized.

When computing accuracy is imposed on a
transient simulation of reactor coolant flow,
explicit integration requires fewer computing
resources than implicit integration, unless the
transient approaches steady-state.

Special-purpose peripheral processors de-
signed specifically for systems sinulation per-
form far better than general-purpose computers,
when used for simulating nuclear power plant
responses under normal and upset conditions.
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